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Inkwell, Armstrong settle lawsuit
it 1

r irst Amendment dispute resolved, Inkwell budget increased to 2007-08 level
By Maggie Martin
Staff Writer

The Inkwell recovered the
$14,760 that had been cut
from its 2008-09 budget by
the Student Government As
sociation (SGA).
The budget was effectively
restored after The Inkwell,
the SGA and Armstrong ad
ministration reached an outof-court settlement on Nov.

SGA appoints
new committee
members
Members also approve
discount card funds
By Kristen Alonso
Staff Manager
kainkwell@gmail.com

Three senators have ad
ditional responsibilities af
ter the Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting
on Nov. 17. Members carried
motions that approved Sena
tor Oscar Crosby to the Stu
dent Services Committee and
Senators Ashley Sandford
and Whitney Kimbrough to
the Student Activities Com
mittee.
Senator Chris Nowickisaid
Sandford and Kimbrough re
place two senators who had
not performed their duties
in the university's standing
committee.
In another motion, sena
tors approved $200 for dis
count card printing. Nowicki
said the actual printing costs
approximately $154, but that
having a monetary cushion
will offset any unforeseen
costs, such as shipping. The
goal is to have the cards
ready for students to pick up
when they return for spring
semester.
Sandford, who is also on
the External Affairs Commit
tee, said she had met with
Beth Crovatt of Alumni Af
fairs to discuss building a
stronger relationship with
the SGA. S andford said the
two groups will' combine
homecoming festivities this
year and that members of the
SGA will attend their board
meetings, which take place
four times a year. The next
meeting is Dec. 4.
Treasurer Anna Mach said
the SGA was unable to re
serve the Solms Hall room
for the candidates' meeting
on Feb. 11; instead the event
will take place in Science
Center room 1402.
Nowicki said the student
surveys, tentatively sched
uled for release on Nov. 14,
may be pushed back to the
first of the year because of
trouble with a survey ac
count.
Senator Ernesto Ortiz-Ariza, chair of the Community
Service Committee, said Sen
ator Amber Bell should com
plete all the Make-A-Wish
donation boxes this week,
and flyers will be posted next
week to publicize the fund
raiser. Ortiz-Ariza also said
Senator Chatonna Powell
is working with Housing to
become more involved in its
"Makin' Maroon Green" en
ergy conservation program.
Mach said the current bal
ance is $503. The next SGA
meeting is on Nov. 24 at 12
p.m. in Solms Hall room 110.

11 on the lawsuit that had satisfied with the content was problematic.
of the school newspaper.
been filed earlier this year.
"Their claim that us charg
Angela Mensing, editor ing them for display ads next
The SGA reduced The
Inkwell 2008-09 budget by in chief at the time, said that year is the reason they cut
$14,760 last April, citing the Chris Nowicki, then presi our overall budget is a pre
paper's changed policy on dent of the SGA, requested text for the real reason they
free ads for student organi and was given all of the back cut the student activity fund
zations as the reason for the issues of The Inkwell for the ing. Over 95 percent of the
cuts.
. semester. He then later pre budget hearing consisted of
However, Inkwell editors sented them as exhibits in a complaints about the con
charged that the cuts came budget hearing in order to tent of the newspaper," said
because the SGA was dis point out content that he felt' Mensing in her Apr. 11 edito

rial in The Inkwell.
Angela Mensing, Kristen
Alonso and Brian Anderson
consulted several organiza
tions, including the Georgia
First Amendment Founda
tion, Society of Professional
Journalists and the First
Amendment Center Online
and Foundation of Individual
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Jenkins Hall reopens after renovations
i

AASU Masquers' performance, facilities tour and reception highlight event

Play Review

By Joseph Prouse
Staff Writer

A formal reception cel
ebrated the re-opening of
Jenkins Hall on the eve
ning of Nov. 15. After the
gathering the AASU Mas
quers performed "Crazy
for You," a George and
Ira Gershwin musical, as
the first production in the
newly renovated theatre.
Workers from Collins
Construction Services Inc.
repaired and remodeled
the Jenkins Hall Theatre
for about a year. Now the
decades-old building has
state of th e art sound and
lighting equipment, en
hanced seating and many
other structural improve
ments, such as a larger
lobby outside the theatre.
Steve Meguiar, pas
tor of Aldersgate United
Methodist Church and
Armstrong theatre gradu
ate, said he was "most su
r
prised by the cleanliness"
of the theatre.
"It's more up to date,"
At the reception, the
Department of Art, music
and Theatre (AMT) pro
vided attendees with hors
d'oeuvres, sparkling grape
juice and background mu
sic played by Chris Sather,
Armstrong music and
Spanish major, on the
keyboard.
Guests filled the new
and improved lobby and
reception room, including

The Masquers present
Gershwins' "Crazy for
You" on page 6

Photo courtesty of
University Relations

Action! Irene (Meg Mead
ows) asks Bobby (Benjamin
Woolfe) to go with her and
give up the dream of bein
dancer.
Photo by Faythe Medzie

Alumni and members of t he public enjoy refreshments at the Jenkins Hall reception.

some Armstrong staff mem
bers and theatre educators
from all across Georgia.
Another group was in
cluded in the festivities "as
a reflective nod to our past,"
Tom Cato, head of the AMT
Department, said onstage
just before students per
formed "Crazy for You."
They were, as Cato de
scribed, "members of the
Armstrong Theatre troupe

dating back to its inception in
1937 and to include Masqu
ers alumni ranging from the
early days of Jenkins Hall to
as recent as this past spring's
graduating class."
After the performance,
audience members who
stayed went on a tour of th e
renovated building and were
shown the improved back
stage area that includes a
stage-level scene shop, new

dressing rooms and the new includes the seats in both the
film studio.
Jenkins Theatre and the Fine
"We
have
recently Arts Auditorium and will
launched 'Take Your Seat' provide financial support for
which is a new, unique nam the AMT Department.
ing opportunity that allows
As of Nov. 7, patrons paid
you to permanently place a cumulative total of $4,750
your name, or the name of to name 19 of the available
your choice, on a brass name 180 seats in Jenkins Hall, ac
plate on one, or more, of t he cording to the playbill hand
seats in Jenkins Hall The ed out that night.
atre," Cato said.
The seat-naming program

University police tactics lead to more arrests
Teamwork and cooperation are the results of communication campaign
By Kristen Alonso •
Staff Manager
kainkwell@gmail.com

Sgt. Joseph Peny of the
University Police Depart
ment (UPD) searched the
Fine Arts Hall to ensure
a suspected bank robber
wasn't seeking refuge on
Armstrong's campus on
Nov. 6.
Although the suspect
was not found at Arm
strong, due to UPD's new
digital radios, Peny was
able to hear the call re
porting that BB&T Bank
had been robbed and the
suspect had taken off on
foot. The radios are a vis
ible reminder of the interdepartment communica

tion that has grown between
UPD and metro police.
"The overall teamwork
aspect has just become a lot
more evident," Peny said.

experiencing a larger number
of these incidents as well.
Conroy hosted an intel
When Conroy came to ligence meeting for key per
Armstrong in July, one of sonnel on July 23, and due to
the first actions he took was the sharing of information,
A microcosm of Savannah
to contact the Savannah- metro police arrested suspect
Chatham Metropolitan Po Eddie Williams on Aug. 10.
Armstrong's UPD is a full- lice Department (SCMPD)
Conroy mentioned several
service police department, chief, Michael Berkow, Con apprehensions with which
and Interim Director Rich roy said.
UPD has assisted metro po
ard Conroy said the campus
He added that Berkow im lice, and said that any time a
is a thumbnail of Savannah's pressed him by sending an e- foot chase leads off c ampus,
larger population. UPD ju mail introducing him to key UPD calls the SCMPD.
risdiction extends 500 yards personnel.
Cpt. Richard Zapal has led
past campus boundaries.
"That set the tone," Con SCMPD's fourth precinct,
Conroy said increased roy said.
which includes the Savannah
communication with police
During the summer, Arm and Oglethorpe Malls, Bell's
outside of Armstrong has led strong students were the Landings and part of Hunt
to arrests in cases ranging victims of several "smash- er Army Air Field, for three
from shoplifting and bicycle and-grab" auto entry cases years. Zapal said he was not
thefts to counterfeit bill- and UPD discovered that the at the intelligence meeting
passing and shootings.
greater Savannah area was in July but met one-on-one

Setting the tone

with Conroy soon after.
"Armstrong's helped us
out a couple of t imes," Zapal
said and added that the uni
versity is an island surround
ed by his precinct.
Zapal referred to an inci
dent on Sept. 17 in which Sgt.
Salvador Ortega assisted with
the apprehension of three
people who were suspects in
a purse-snatching and a later
shooting on Montgomery
Crossroads. Ortega pulled
over the vehicle at Savannah
Mall and SCMPD made the
arrest.
Conroy said that in an
other incident on Nov. 3,
Ortega backed up a metro
officer who attempted to de-
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Calendar of Events

Nov.

NEWS

21-22: Southeast Undergraduate Moot Court Tournament. Hawes Hall (multiple rooms). Nov. 21
- 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nov. 22 - 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Nov. 26-28: Thanksgiving Break

Student group leaders discuss
Pirate Portal, Student Center
Organizational Presidents' Council also addresses Pirate
Card concerns
By Stuart Grosse
Staff Writer

The Organizational Pres
idents' Council, made up of
officers from the different
clubs, fraternities and other
student groups, met Nov.13
to discuss joint activities,
initiatives and the slowed
construction of the new stu
dent center.
SGA President Somi Ben
son-Jaja presided over the
meeting, which began with
a presentation by Cody Hetzel, a representative from
United Way of the Coastal
Empire.
Hetzel described the
United Way and its mission
of providing fundraising
for nonprofit groups in the
area. According to Hetzel,
because the United Way of
the Coastal Empire's ad
ministrative costs are cov
ered by a trust fund, it is
one of only five United Way
chapters across the country
that can put too percent of
the money raised into the
charities it supports.
Hetzel asked the council
to consider ways to increase
student involvement in
United Way in order to help
the community at large.
Benson-Jaja announced
that four new organizations

UPD | FROM PAGE 1
tain a car theft suspect as he
left Walgreen's at Abercorn
and Largo. When the suspect
evaded the officer, Ortega
was able to apprehend him.
Updated equipment

had joined the council since
last year. They are Lambda
Nu, a national honor society for radiology students,
One Life, Episcopal Campus
Ministries and Collabora
tion Models.
He also announced that
CUB will host a dance com
petition. The event, called
"Drop the Beat," will be
held in the Aquatics and
Recreation Center on Fri
day, Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. The
event is open to the public;
tickets are free for students
with their Pirate Card and
$8 for everyone else.
Next on the agenda was
a demonstration of the new
Pirate Portal website. Ben
son-Jaja described this site
as a Facebook-like network
ing site focusing on Arm
strong. The hope is that the
site will provide an easy,
efficient way for SGA and
other student organizations
to spread the word about
campus events, share pho
tos and videos and gener
ally enrich the campus life
experience.
Following a demonstra
tion of the Pirate Portal, Al
Harris, director of student
activities, addressed the
council. He said that the
reason why the new student

center had not yet seen any
construction was because
the housing crisis caused the
rates on the bonds the uni
versity would have needed
for the project to rise above
acceptable levels.
However,
Armstrong
was recently able to secure
bonds at a rate they can af
ford and they expect to be
gin construction Nov. 26,
with a projected completion
date in January 2010.
The representative went
on to explain some of the
current and future capabili
ties of the Pirate Card. In ad
dition to being the new stu
dent ID, money put onto, a
student's account can allow
them to use the card in the
dining halls, the bookstore
or at vending machines on
campus.
It also provides access to
the Student Recreation Cen
ter and the Student Health
Clinic.
Representatives of the
various organizations in
attendance gave a brief de
scription of their organi
zation, and listed planned
events in the upcoming

rival, and there is a collective
policy concerning radio use
so police officers can com
municate with each other
effectively. The radios allow
UPD officers to be informed
about everything happen
ing on campus and the sur
rounding area.
One radio feature Con
roy emphasized is the tone
alert. He explained if t here's
a violent crime, a tone alert
broadcasts over the radios so
everyone on the band knows
to cease communication and
wait for the information.

Regional Intelligence Center
(SARIC), a computer-based
program in which police can
share information with each
other to solve crimes. Conroy
said UPD also now has ac
cess to the Chatham County
jail records system, Phoenix,
through which officers can
immediately obtain arrest
records of suspects.

Conroy said in fall 2007
SCMPD switched to digital
dispatching, leaving Arm
strong, Savannah State Uni
versity (SSU) and Tybee Is
land police departments on
analog radios with indepen
dent dispatchers.
"It created for us an officer
Increased access
safety concern," Conroy said.
He added that the univer
After the intelligence
sity provided digital radios meeting in July, UPD was
in May 2008, before his ar connected to Savannah Area

BUDGET | FROM PAGE 1

issue. In an informal hearing
Rights in Education (FIRE) that lasted just five minutes,
and the Student Press Law Mensing was not allowed to
Center (SPLC).
make her case verbally or
Frank LoMonte, executive present evidence on behalf of
director of SPLC a nd an ad The Inkwell, Mensing said.
vocate for student free press
The Inkwell staff made a
rights, spoke to Mensing final attempt at eliciting a
about the budget cuts and response from Jones by run
advised her on the rights of ning a protest issue of The
student journalists. LoMon Inkwell. The issue consisted
te advised Mensing and her of letters from the editorial
staff to first petition Arm board asking Jones to rein
strong President Thomas Z. state their budget. The inside
Jones to reinstate the budget of the edition featured only
before she considered any le graphics of the word "cen
gal action.
sored" on the pages - with
Jones referred Mensing to the content for that week in
Vice President of Student Af stead made available on The
fairs Vicki McNeil, who han Inkwell Web site.
dled the complaint on behalf
Although the edition was
of the university. Mensing considered fairly controver
met with McNeil on the mat sial by the student body, the
ter but said she found th
at she university did not respond to
had already decided on the the editors' request.

Campus Life

Voices on Campus
Students reflect on the election
By Luke Farmer
News Editor
tiews.inkweil@gmail.eom

On college campuses, student governments often play a vital role in campus life and
the organizational structure of many student groups. Armstrong students were asked
how their own leaders, the Student Government Association, affect their experience at
school.

"Although I do not notice student
government activities for the
most part, that could be a sign
that they are doing their job."
-ZackWyland, junior
liberal arts

"I see a lot of their messages on
Facebook. As important as they
are, I don't really notice them."
-Christian Wright, junior,
information technology

"I don't know anything about
them, who's in it or what they
do."
- Anna Lee, sophomore,
radiology

"The only time I ever hear about
it is when the elections roll
around."
- Eric Dahle, junior,
history

"I'm part of RSA and we work
closely with them [SGA], They put
events that help students with

"In my experience with the
SGA, they haven't really done
anything that's stood out."
- Anna Richmond, sophomore,
art

pre-radiology

months. The next meeting

will be on Thursday, Jan.
29.

Constantly improving

Zapal said he and Con
roy communicate through
e-mails or phone calls on a
regular basis.
"The spirit of c ooperation
is at an all-time high," Zapal
said, and he added that it's
improving every day.

After numerous attempts
were made to recover lost
budget dollars, Inkwell staff
ers felt their only options
were to either take the cut or
proceed with legal action.
Mensing, Alonso and
Anderson, in their official
capacity as editors for the
newspaper, brought a lawsuit
against Armstrong - namely,
Nowicki, Jones, McNeil and
Director of Student Activi
ties, Al Harris - for violating
The Inkwell's First Amend
ment right to freedom of the
press.
After months in litigation,
a settlement between the two
opposing parties has been
reached and the lawsuit has
been dropped. The Inkwell's
lawyer, Gerry Weber, said
the settlement is a victory for
the university paper.

Government of the students...
The SGA plays a large role in many on-campus activities; students were asked their
opinions. Here they are in six words

"SGA is entertaining and
pretty amazing."

"SGA made AASU D ay very fun." "I feel disgusted with student

- Andrea Mendez, freshman,
chemistry

-Andrew Ard, junior,
engineering

"Student government should
be more transparent."

- Aaron Odum sophomore,
undeclared

• Joan Acosta, freshman,
chemistry

government."

"My friend Tamer is in it." "Student governments are op
- Michelle Calvo, junior,
portunities for experience."

biology

- Peter Daniel,
post-baccalaureate, pre-medical

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for this week's topic:

Should the government have the right to censor news coverage?
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major.
Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.

"This is an empowering
win for the Inkwell. They did
not fold to pressure or bud
get cuts. They asserted their
rights to be part of a free and
independent press and won,"
Weber said.
The Inkwell is pleased
with the settlement, which
returns all the funding that
had been cut from'their bud
get, but the staff is disap
pointed that the school spent
so much money fighting the
suit instead of w orking with
The Inkwell to come to a so
lution, Anderson, now editor
in chief, said.
"We received everything
that we asked for originally,
plus $7,500 in damages and
legal fees. I still don't un
derstand why the university
went through with the law
suit. They spent a lot of time

and money on something
they could have avoided in
the first place."
Alonso is also pleased
with the settlement and the
agreement involving student
organizations access to free
advertisements. Organiza
tions will be allowed limited
free black-and-white ads on
a first come, first serve ba
sis after paid ads have been
placed.
"With
this
agree
ment we can both make
ad revenue and offer free
ad space to our student
organizations," Alonso said.
Jones, Nowicki,. Harris,
McNeil a nd interim director
of legal affairs Wayne McNeil
have all declined to comment
on the settlement.

Check online
For the settlement and
dismissal papers and
coverage updates
theinkwellonline.com

Next week's
print issue
Follow-up on the
coverage of the lawsuit
and a special First
Amendment editorial

The Inkwell

Week of November 20,2008

EDITORIALS^
& O P IN I O N S ,

Editorials & Opinions | Page'3

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must
be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to*edit for grammar and spelling.

IF THEY FAIL, LET THEM:

As harsh as it sounds, bankruptcy court may be the best option for the Detroit Three

McClatchy-Tribune News
Service

It looks less likely now
that the Detroit Three will
get that extra helping of pork
that they want to go with
their turkey of a bailout plan,
but congressional Democrats
still want to serve it up. The
Senate took up a second $25
billion bailout bill Monday.
Earlier this fall, Congress
gave General Motors Corp.,
Chrysler Corp. and Ford Mo
tor Co. $25 billion in lowinterest government loans
aimed at helping them retool
their plants to build more fu
el-efficient cars. But the au
tomakers are bleeding cash
so fast, they may not survive
long enough to retool. GM
may not make it until Presi
dent-elect Barack Obama is
inaugurated on Jan. 20, ac
cording to GM Chief Execu
tive Rick Wagoner.
The automakers want a
transfusion from the $700
billion fund established to
shore up the credit markets
or, failing that, a pot of their
own money.
Unfortunately, congres
sional Democrats and Obama
seem trapped by their po
litical connections with the
United Auto Workers and are
voicing support for this mis
guided idea. Asecond bailout
won't make up for decades of
mismanagement and union
intransigence, and we can
count on the automakers
coming back for more once

they burn throygh their sec
ond installment.
When the banks foun
dered, the life of the entire
economy was at stake. That
is not the case if the auto
makers fail. The government
should let them go into bank
ruptcy if it comes to that.
Under federal bankruptcy
protection, they could over
haul their operations to com
pete with Toyota, Honda and
other foreign-based auto
makers, which now employ
more than 100,000 people in
the United States. The over
haul should include severe
cost reductions and the end
of onerous union rules that
hamper productivity.
Once in bankruptcy, Con
gress could spend that ad
ditional $25 billion _ more,
if needed _ to retrain and
support displaced workers
and communities most at
risk. Places such as Detroit,
Janesville, Wis., and Lordanteed warranty work by esstown, Ohio.
Wagoner claims "the con crowing money to ensure that
sequences of bankruptcy dealers could make repairs.
As for that job-loss predic
would be dire and extend far
beyond" the company. There tion? The Center for Automo
are specious claims that job tive Research in Ann Arbor,
losses could total 3 million or Mich., says "nearly 3 million
more. There are claims that jobs would be lost in the first
consumers would shy away year if there is a 100 percent
reduction in Detroit 3 U.S.
from bankrupt companies.
Second claim first: Con operations."
But bankruptcy is a system
sumers might be hesitant,
but they could be persuaded for reorganization _ compa
to buy cars if the prices were nies continue to operate in
right and if automakers guar Chapter 11. Jobs would be
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lost, lots of jobs, and a bank
ruptcy for any of the three
companies would be painful.
But all 3 million jobs tied to
the industry would not van
ish. Other companies have
emerged from bankruptcy
stronger. The airlines repeat
edly have foundered only to
re-emerge.
A major reorganization
is needed, unless the gov
ernment wants to national
ize the auto industry. And if
that's what the Democrats

want, then the obvious ques
tion is who is next? LinensN-Things?
The truth is, the govern
ment has delayed this day of
reckoning for years. It bailed
out Chrysler in the late 1970s,
imposed quotas on Japanese
imports in the 1980s, and for
decades let the Detroit au
tomakers build gas guzzlers
under sham federal fuelefficiency standards. For its
part, the UAW kept fighting
for expensive benefits and

By Angela Lucas
Staff Writer

The Fairness Doctrine,
abolished in 1987, was a gov
ernment regulation that re
quired radio broadcasters to
grant equal airtime to oppos
ing viewpoints in an effort
to be "fair." By the 80s, the
Fairness Doctrine had worn
out its intended purpose be
cause the Federal Commu
nication Commission (FCC)
had granted hundreds of new
licenses to radio stations, so
choices were abundant much
like the cable TV choices of
today.
When government allowed
very few radio stations to ex
ist on the dial', the Doctrine
had some merit. If broad
casters did not adhere, they
were threatened with fines or
with losing their license.
The Fairness Doctrine was
reintroduced into Congress
last year but they passed a
one year ban on it, which

recently expired. Congress,
again passed another one
year ban this past fall.
The First Amendment
should not have anexpiration
date. The ban on the Fair
ness Doctrine should be per
manent. Clearly the doctrine
is a tactical move by the left
to try and suppress the AM
phenomenon known as con
servative talk radio. Conser
vative talk radio show hosts
continue to wonder whether
they will see this proposed
doctrine again.
While a lot of conserva
tives agree that they prob
ably won't see the Fairness
Doctrine again, they are wor
ried that Congress will pro
pose a similar idea and name
it something different.
The problem is that there
are more than just two view
points on a subject. Does this
mean that Libertarians, the
Green Party, Fascists, Com
munists, Anarchists and the
"Hair Club for Men who sup

port James Carville" should
all get equal time on the air
waves? The real question is:
Equal time to who?
It is clear that liberal ori
ented radio has failed or at
best has barely survived (ie:
Air America). National Pub
lic Radio (NPR) does not have
to rely on the sale advertising
for survival because they are
federally funded and, by most
accounts, track to the left.
Successful conservative
talk radio hosts (ie: Rush
Limbaugh' and Sean Hannity) draw millions and mil
lions of listeners weekly, al
lowing the radio stations that
carry them to have programs
that attract listeners to what
was once considered a dead
frequency: AM.
If the real issue is deliver
ing fairness, then why just
go after radio? Why not go
after television, the internet
and .newspapers? Under a
so-called "Fairness Doctrine"
whoever is in control of the

Staff Manager
kainkwell@gmail.com
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PRINTER
The Statesboro Herald

embracing a 1950s worldview even as the automakers
were crashing.
Congress should not sub
sidize Detroit's restructuring.
It should not open the bailout
window for other industries.
It should, instead, allow any
bankruptcy process to pro
ceed and be ready to assist
workers and communities
generously. Because, painful
as it is, sometimes compa
nies simply have to fail.

The Unfairness Doctrine?

BRIAN ANDERSON
editor.inkwell@gmail.com

1V1L1

WJ&

government will determine
what is "fair."
The Broadcaster Free
dom Act was introduced by
Rep. Mike Pence (R-IN), and
would prohibit the FCC from
reinstating the so-called Fair
ness Doctrine. The Doctrine
does nothing but suppress
speech which is guaranteed
to us by the Constitution.
Because successful talk ra
dio tends to be conservative,
those who come from the Left
side of the political spectrum
want to quell it.
Once a broadcaster has to
stop to consider what a gov
ernment agency will think of
a controversial issue, there is
already an element of free
dom lost. .While President
elect Obama says he does not
support the Fairness Doc
trine, Speaker of the House
Nancy Pelosi openly endors
es its reinstatement.
I can only imagine the
government trying to decide
how many sides to an issue
there might be ... and herein
lies the problem. The mean
ing of the word "fair" has
been compromised to the
point of being a useless word
altogether when used by a
politician. There are more
than just two sides to any one
issue.
While it may not be called
the "Fairness Doctrine,"
the next time it shows up in
Congress, the aim will be the
same.
Are we really ready to let
the government start dictat
ing viewpoints, accessibility
to viewpoints and equality of
viewpoints?
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SPORTS

Calendar of Events
Nov. 20: Women's Basketball at Pfeiffer 5:30 p.m.
Nov. 25: Women's Basketball vs. Newberry 6 p.m.

Seasons start with big wins
Men's basketball downs Queens
in Alumni Arena 77-58

Lady Pirates top Fairmont State
71-58

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

Senior guard T.T. Hall
led the way with 19 points as
the Armstrong Atlantic State
men's basketball team picked
up a 77-58 season-opening
win over visiting Queens
(N.C.) on Monday evening at
Alumni Arena.
For head coach Jeff Burkhamer and the Pirates (i-o),
it was a sixth straight open
ing-season win, with three
of those six wins coming
against the visiting Royals
(0-1). Both teams came into
the matchup returning just
four players from 2007-08,
and the Pirates had the upper
hand early in the contest.
AASU jumped out to a
quick 13-3 lead in the first
five minutes, thanks to de
fensive pressure that forced
six Queens turnovers in those
five minutes and 16 overall in
the first half. The Pirates fin
ished the half with 10 steals
and took a 38-24 lead into
halftime.
The Royals came out after
the intermission and scored
the first seven points, even
tually cutting the AASU lead
to six, 40-34, with 15:36 re
maining. The Pirates an
swered back quickly as T.T.
Hall and Keron McKenzie
drained back-to-back three
pointers, pushing the lead
back to double digits, where
it stayed for the rest of the
night.
Hall finished the night
6-of-i9 from the foOr, includ
ing 3-of-i2 three-pointers,
for his game-high 19 points
but also added six rebounds
and four steals. Senior Uri
ah Hethington came off the
bench to record 14 points

CONCORD, W. Va. - Arm
strong opened up the 200809 regular season with a 7158 win over Fairmont State at
the Concord Mountain Lion
Classic on Saturday Nov. 15,
making new head coach Matt
Schmidt a winner in his col
legiate head coaching debut.
The Pirates (1-0) hit 54
percent from the floor in
building a 34-27 halftime
lead, and then held on for the
13-point win over the Fight
ing Falcons (0-1).
Senior Lacey Willis hit
6-of-n shots from the floor
and made all three of her
free throws in scoring a
team-high 15 points, leading
a quartet of Lady Pirates in
double figures. Junior Dartayvia Thomas chipped in 11
points, as did junior Portia
Jones. Senior Ashley Duhart
collected 10 points as well for
Armstrong.
Fairmont State was led by
Gabby Gattuso's game-high
20 points, as she was the
only. Fighting Falcons player
to eclipse double digits in
scoring.

Photos courtesy of Sports Communications
The basketball Pirates have high hopes for the 2008-09 season.

with a team high of 15 pts.

and nine rebounds on 7-of12 shooting from the floor,
while senior Brian Moultrie
added 11 p oints and six re
bounds. Junior point guard

Gabriel Robinson dished out
nine assists as well.
Queens was led by Devin
Seaford's 13 points and J.B.
Baldwin's 11 points. Preston
Newlin hit three three-point
ers in the first half for nine
points, but crashed to the
floor hard with 13 minutes
left in the first half and did
not return to the game.
Armstrong shot 38.2 per

cent from the floor in the
contest, hitting 26-of-68
shots, while Queens hit just
i6-of-55 shots from the floor

Writers Wanted

for 29.1 percent. The Pirates

held a" 49-36 rebounding
edge and finished the night
with 12 steals.
The Pirates return to ac
tion on Friday, Nov. 28, with
a 6:00 p.m. contest against
Lock Haven in the Charles
ton (W. Va.) Invitational.

Interested in writing for sports?
Contact Sports Editor Tiffany Thornton for more information
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Sports team standings

Weekly Sports

'

Senior Lacey Willis led a quartet of Lady Pirates in double figures

Trivia Quiz

Women's soccer

..MeOatchy-T

'

Conference

1.) In how many World Series did Jackie Robinson par
ticipate in with the Brooklyn Dodgers?

Columbus State

•938

7-0-1

00

QUESTIONS:

Overall
CO

curr>

19-3-1

UNC Pembroke •

.812

6-1-1

.886

19-2-1

GCSU

•750

5-1-2

•750

13-3-4

2.) When Major League Baseball commissionef Bud
Selig retired Jackie Robinson's No. 42 in perpetuity
during Robinson's 50th anniversary in 1997, which
two players were allowed to keep the number on
their jerseys?

North Georgia

.625

5-3

•529

8-7-2

Armstrong

.625

4-2-2

.625

11-6-3

3.) Where was Jackie Robinson born?

Lander

.312

2-5-1

.406

6-9-1

4.) In what year was Jackie Robinson inducted into the
Baseball Hall of Fame?

USC Aiken

.188

1-6-1

.200

3-15-2

Clayton State

.188

1-6-1

.118

1-14-2

Ga. Southwestern

.062

0-7-1

.289

5-13-1

5.) What Academy Award-winning actor is planning to
produce a new movie on Jackie Robinson?
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Men's basketball

3-0

Francis Marion

2-0

Armstrong

1-0

Ga. Southwestern

2-0

Francis Marion

1-0

North Georgia

1-0

GCSU

1-0

UNC Pembroke

1-1

Columbus State

2-2

USC Aiken

1-0

Clayton State

0-1

Armstrong

1-0

Lander

0-1

\
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Women's basketball
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Pirates head to NCAA southeast regional as No. 3 seed
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

SAVANNAH - The Arm
strong volleyball squad has
earned the No. 3 seed in the
upcoming 2008 NCAA Div i
sion II Volleyball Southeast
Regional, to be hosted by
Wingate University on Fri
day, Nov. 21, through Sun
day, Nov. 23.
The Pirates (25-6) earned
an automatic bid into the
NCAA to urnament by virtue
of this past weekend's Peach
Belt Conference tournament
title. Armstrong will take
on fellow Peach Belt school
Lander (20-9), the No. 6
seed, on Friday at noon in
the first of four first-round
matchups in the regional.
Second-seeded
CarsonNewman (24-14) will take on
seventh-seeded Lincoln Me
morial (20-15) at 2:30 p.m.
in the second match of the
day. At 5 p.m., fourth-seed
ed Catawba (20-10) faces
fifth-seeded Francis Marion
(23-8), with host and topseed Wingate (30-1) round-

ing out the first day action
against eighth seed Anderson
(S.C.) (24-13) at 7:30 p.m.
The seipifinals will take
place at 5 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
on Saturday, with the region
championship match taking
place at 7 p.m. on Sunday.
This is Armstrong's sixth
NCAA Regional appearance,
and first since 2004. Head
coach Will Condon, who di
rected USC Aiken to NCAA
Championship appearances
in 2005 and 2006, makes his
third straight foray into the
NCAAs.
Admission to the NCAAs
at Cuddy Arena in Wingate,
N.C., is $8 for adults and $5
for children per session.

Wingate University will be
hosting live stats during the
matches, and you can find
complete regional information
via the Bulldogs'website at
www.sports.wingate.edu/2008__
Southeast__RegionaLPage.asp

Lady Pirates defeat
Concord, 78-76, in
Mountain Lion Classic
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

CONCORD, W. Va. - The
Armstrong womens' basket
ball squad finished the Con
cord Mountain Lion Classic
with a 78-76 victory over the
host Mountain Lions on Sun
day Nov. 16 in Concord, W.
Va.
The Lady Pirates (2-0)
built a 12-point halftime
lead, 45-33, hitting i6-of-28
shots from the floor in the
first half. Armstrong then
closed out the game by mak
ing n-of-12 free throws after
the break and holding on for
the two-point win.
Senior Lacey Willis led all
scorers on the afternoon with
18 points, including 8-of-io
from the free throw line, to
go with six rebounds. Se
nior Ashley Duhart chipped
in a career-high ly points
on 6-of-9 shooting from
the floor, including 4-of-5
three-pointers, while senior
Lindsey Holmes collected
14 points, also hitting four
three-pointers on the day.
Concord (0-2) was led
by Meghan Cole's 16 points,

Photo courtesy of Sports
Communications
Senior Ashley Duhart scored a
career-high 17 points.

Sierra Brown's 15 points
and Amber Showalter's 13
points.
Armstrong had an out
standing day from beyond
the arc, hitting i2-of-22 shots
from three-point range for
54.5 percent.
The Lady Pirates return to
action on Thursday, Nov. 20,
with a 5:30 p.m. matchup at
Pfeiffer.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
The Armstrong volleyball squad captured the 2008 Peach Belt Conference Tournament title.

Spotlight on Kristen Jelinek
The team built a strong team
core last year. Jelinek had
an 87.14 stroke average as
Women's golfer Kristen a freshman. The team was
Jelinek continues to grow more prepared to succeed
as an athlete and team this year, and Jelinek be
player in her second sea came more confident about
son at Armstrong.
her game as well.
Jelinek was born and
"This year is a little better
initially raised in Chicago, than the last year. My game
111. Her family moved to is a bit more consistent,
Florida eight years ago.
which is always a good thing.
Jelinek attended Epis Our team is much stronger
copal High School of now."
Jacksonville where she
Assistant
coach
Von
started to play golf as a Shenefelt has had the oppor
sophomore, but she was tunity to work with Jelinek
a member of the rowing throughout the season.
team as well.
"Talented player, great
"I started to play golf person, and someone all the
because in Florida, golf is girls look to for leadership,"
during the fall,season and he said when describing
we had no rowing during her.
the fall," Jelinek said.
"She performs well in the
"It was something to do classroom and on the golf
during my off-season."
course."
Jelinek was the cap
In her free time, Jelinek
tain for two years. She re likes to go to the beach, hang
ceived the Coach's Award out with her friends, play
and Spirit Award all three with her dog, cook and play
years.
»
sports. She enjoys being a
She found Armstrong Pirate and has made friends
through a sport agency. on the team.
By Gabriella Kovacs
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Sophomore Kristen Jelinek started to play golf as a sopho
more in hig h school, but she was a member of the rowing
team as well.

She described one of her
best memories during her
Armstrong career.
"Singing karaoke to Jim
my Buffet's 'Margaritaville'
at our tournament in Myrtle

Beach. Everyone was up on
stage singing and dancing in
front of all the other teams,"
Jelinek said.
. "It was pretty funny to
watch."

Heidi Game had an ending that viewers never saw coming
By Ray Buck
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)

The Heidi Game ranks
right up there in pro football
lore with the Ice Bowl, the
Immaculate Reception and
The Guarantee.
Except for one minor de
tail .. . television viewers got
to see the endings to those
other three games.
NBC created a public fury
40 years ago this week — Nov.
17, 1968 — when it pulled
the plug on the Jets-Raiders
game with about a minute
left and the Jets ahead by

three points.
Blame it on the peacock.
After the Jets took a 32-29
lead with 1:05 left on the
clock, a national TV audience
watched the ensuing kicko
returned to the Oakland 22.
NBC then cut to commer
cial.

It was 7 P-m. in New York,
and the timeslot belonge
to the '68 TV adaption of
the children's classic, Heidi,
starring Maximilian Schell,
Jean Simmons and 11-year-

old Jennifer Edwards in the
title role.
The game ran longer than
the typical three-hour-orless game of the '60s because
of excessive penalties (19)
and other stoppages caused
by two bitter AFL rivals who
didn't like each other much.
When NBC returned from
commercial break, most of
the country (except the West
Coast) sat in disbelief.
They had just been trans
posed from a 50-yard line
seat at Oakland-Alameda
Coliseum to somewhere in
the Swiss Alps.
What It Meant
Viewers flooded NBC with
phone calls, some express
ing confusion, others much
more venomous in nature,
but enough in sheer volume
to blow circuits and shut
down the 30 Rockefeller Pla
za switchboard.
Within a nine-second
span of this infamous "Heidi
Minute," the Raiders scored
two touchdowns and won the

game 43-32.
Imagine if the 1958 ColtsGiants championship tele
cast, played 10 years earlier,
showed everything except
Alan Ameche bowling his
way into the end zone to end
sudden-death overtime.
Would it still be known
as The Greatest Game Ever
Played? Probably not.
That national TV game,
won by Baltimore 23-17, is
credited with putting the
NFL on the map in terms of
coast-to-coast living rooms.
Likewise, NBC's JetsRaiders telecast of Nov. 17,
1968, established an equally
historic premise: Don't take
a game off the air until it's
over.
What Viewers Missed
With Heidi now reaching
rribst households tuned to
NBC, Charlie Smith circled
out of the Raiders' backfield
and turned a 15-yard pass
from Daryle Lamonica into a
43-yard touchdown.
Oakland led 36-32, with

51 seconds

left.
But the yodeling had only
begun.
Jets return man Earl
Christy fielded a low kickoff
inside the NY 1 0, shrugged
off one would-be tackier who
grabbed his shoulder, then
fumbled as a second Raider
wrapped up his ankles at the
5Immediately, a half-dozen
black shirts (and no white
ones) engulfed the loose foot
ball as it bounded into , the
end zone. Second-team jour
neyman Preston Ridlehuber
of the Raiders pounced on it.
Touchdown.
Oakland led 43_32, with
42 seconds remaining.
The late Curt Gowdy, who
called the game alongside
Kyle Rote, recalled that Jets
coach Weeb Ewbank received
a congratulatory phone call
from his wife immediately
after the game.
Living in New York, she
thought the Jets had won.
And she wasn't alone.
What Viewers Saw

Pig-tailed Heidi was some
thing of an early-day Hannah
Montana, or at least produc
ers of the TV movie adaption
of the Johanna Spyri classic
were hoping for that in No
vember 1968.
The holiday season was
near. And Heidi targeted a
family audience — mostly
children — wit h a two-hour
presentation of larger-thanlife human drama and smallgirl charm on a Sunday
night.
One of the most poignant
moments in the movie oc
curs when wheelchair-bound
Klara — Heidi's cousin —
summons enough courage
and strength to try walking.
But she helplessly falls to the
ground, as her wheelchair
rolls out of control, down an
embankment, and crashes.
Proving it really is possible
to turn one bad decision into
two bad mistakes, NBC execs
decided to create a television
crawler that read in white
block letters:
"NBC sports bulletin ...

the Oakland raiders have de
feated the new york jets 4332 ... details on your local
news following 'the phyllis
diller show.'"

This message rans across
the bottom of TV screens
as viewers were watching
Klara's solitary struggle on
her stomach, wondering just
how long before somebody
helps her.
By now, of course, NBC
was pretty much beyond
help.
What Happened Next
Joe Namath and the Jets
would recover over the next
eight weeks to win Super
Bowl III. That was "The Guar
antee." Namath's 18-point
underdog AFL Jets beat the
mighty NFL Colts 16-7.
To get there, the Jets had
to take care of some unfin
ished business, so to speak.
They avenged the Heidi
Game loss by beating the
Raiders 27-23 in the AFL title
game at Shea Stadium.
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Calendar of Events
Nov. 21: The

Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents a gallery reception for the Fall 2008 Senior Graduation Art Exhibition at 5:30 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Gallery. Admission is free. Call (912) 344-2801 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays, for information.
Nov. 25: The Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents the Armstrong Atlantic Youth Orchestra Program Fall Concert, sponsored in part by
the Savannah Friends of Music, at 6:30 p.m. at the Armstrong Center Ballroom, 13040 Abercorn Street, 31419. The Armstrong Atlantic Youth
Orchestra, Atlantic Chamber Orchestra, Lyric Strings Ensembles, and Debut Strings perform. General admission: $6. Call (912) 344-2801 from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays, for ticketing information.

Play review: 'Crazy for You'

Masquers make triumphant return to Jenkins Theater

By Stuart Grosse
Staff Writer

After a year in the Masqu
ers Chinese Theater, Arm
strong's premier theatre
troupe officially returned
to their original home, the
renovated Jenkins Theater,
by christening the stage with
a rousing performance of
George Gershwin's. "Crazy
for You" on Nov. 13.
Most romantic comedies
tend to be either sappy ro
mances with a joke now and
then, or clownish, over-thetop farces, where sophpmoric humor and innuendo
are substituted for real ro
mance. "Crazy for You" suc
ceeds where these lesser
plays fail.
The upbeat music and hi
larious antics of the cast do
not detract from the romance
between the two main char
acters, Bobby Child and Polly
Backer. Rather than quash
ing the comedy, the romance
never gets overly sappy. It
serves to help drive the comedic aspects of the show
forward.
In this production of Ger
shwin's classic, Bobby (Ben
jamin Wolfe) wants to be a
dancer. Unfortunately, his
mother and his fiance both
want him to settle down
and get a real job. Threat
ened with getting his allow

ance cut off, Bobby goes out stage together: And you don't
to Dead Rock, Nev., to serve want to miss Meg Meadows
foreclosure papers on the in her sultry performance of
town's local theater but ends "Naughty Baby."
"My face hurts from smil
up falling for Polly, the own
ing" said Chloe Kirby, who
er's daughter.
When she finds out Bobby saw the show's opening.
"What I liked best about
is from the bank, she kicks
the
show was that it gave
him out. However, Bobby re
me
an opportunity to act
turns with friends from New
with
people that I had never
York to try and save the the
worked
with before and learn
ater and win Polly's heart.
new
things
to help me further
Of course, things don't go
better
my
skill
as an up and
quite according to his plan.
coming
actor,"
Tito Dixon,
Wolfe gives a stellar per
who
played
a
cowboy
in the
formance as Bobby, a wan
play,
said.
nabe performer who comes
"I also liked getting to
to realize that sometimes
getting what you want just work with Pam Sears who is
isn't worth it if you don't get an excellent director/dance
choreographer for the show.
the girl.
"I really enjoy playing She has taught and helped
Bobby. I often long to play me with a lot, and I thank her
the really funny character, for that," said Dixon.
however, that is usually not
how I'm cast," Wolfe said.
"The role of Bobby is a
Masquers performances
freight train that does not
of "CrazyFor You"
stop until the final curtain
closes. I think I have a total
Nov. 13-14
of about nine minutes off
stage for the entire show."
Nov. 16
Whitney Chapell (as Pol
ly), Meg Meadows (as Irene
Nov. 20-22
Roth), Jibreel Ahmad (as
Lank Hawkins), Travis SeiAll show times are at 7:30 p.m.
gnious (as Bela Zangler) and
a chorus of 16 round out the
For tickets call the AMT
cast that has no weak links.
Department from 11 a.m. to 3
The chemistry between
p.m. weekdays.
Chapell and Wolfe sizzled
(912) 344-2801
from the moment they hit the

The TV Critic

ehotos courtesy or Unversity Relations
Bobby (Benjamin Wolfe) and Bela Zangler's Follies Girls just wanna dance.

Cowboys Moose (Hai Dang), Mingo (Tito Dixon), Wyatt (Alfred Pierce) and Custus (Timmy Vo) spend
another lazy day in Dead Rock, Nev.

Comedy gets the last laugh Get

OUt Of my head!

By Brittany Doctor
Staff Writer

the disabled have been re is "Sarah Silverman: Jesus is
gaining popularity in recent Magic," which is a musicaltype stand up where one of
years.
Many of the styles of the
One of the main char her most striking quotes is:
seventies have found their acters of Comedy Central's "I don't care if you think I'm
way to 2008. The clothes, "Crank Yankers," a puppet racist. I just want you to think
the hair and even some of prank calling show that end I'm thin."
the sayings have been resur ed in 2007, was Special Ed,
Believe it or not, Silver
rected in today's popular cul a mentally handicapped boy man plays it safe. While
ture. The comedic material of who called everyone "lady" she is hilariously quick and
the seventies has also made a and declared over the phone sharp-tongued, she doesn't
comeback and now resides in that he liked "to make poo- go into hard-hitting detail
major sitcoms, comedy spe snowballs and throw them at with her material, and she
cials and movies of today.
people."
compromises truthfulness
In the seventies, the bulk
Sarah Silverman, star of for humor. She, and so many
of material seen on television "The Sarah Silverman Pro other comedians like her,
included jokes about race, gram," is a sassy young co don't face the facts of the real
religion and life in general. medienne out of New Hamp world but instead make up
Comedians back then were shire, known for her quirky fantasy worlds and what we
not politically correct by any sense of h umor. Silverman's may believe to be truth about
means, nor did they hold Jewish background may give what we see in everyday life.
anything back.
her the creative license to
Even through all this,
In a world where being lampoon the Jewish heritage, there are still comedians
strictly "PC" is encouraged, but she also takes liberty in that keep it real like back in
some comedians of the earli mocking other races and reli Pryor's day. Comedy Central
er 2000s rebelled against the gions both in her show and in and HBO have plenty of tele
system and felt it was their stand up and other appear vision shows and specials of
duty to offend someone, any ances. Her largest illustra this sort of comedy.
one in the process.
tion of her bold and brash wit
Dave Chappelle, an anar
chist in his own right, was at
the forefront of t he comedic
revolution with his show,
"Chappelle's Show" in 2003.
Heavily influenced by late
seventies comedian Richard
Piyor, Chappelle's brand of
comedy was no holds barred
and closely monitored by the
FCC.
In both Chappelle and Pryor's acts, race, religion, sexu
ality, lifestyles, recreational
drug use, politics and the op
posite sex are all prominent
topics of discussion.
Comedy is as versatile
as polyester. Some types of
comedy today are mainly fo
(MCT)
cused on what people found
The
late,
legendary
Richard
Pryor
paved
the
way
for
numerous
funny as children. Fart jokes,
jokes about the genitals and racy and racially-charged comedy acts.

By Alea Watson
Columnist

Sitting in class, the his
tory teacher's monotone
voice drones seemingly
forever.
Your mind wanders.
Suddenly, a voicein your
head sings, "1-800-Safe
Auto. Pick up the phone;
the call is free. Play it safe,
Safe Auto!"
This annoying one-track
ditty has successfully ful
filled its purpose—to en
grave a company's name
and phone number into
your brain.
Since the 1920s, with
the invention of the com
mercial radio, ad agencies
have used jingles to help
the public remember slo
gans and brands. Jingles
can save a dying brand or
introduce a new one with
just a few simple notes.
Researchers from the
University of Cincinnati
College of Business re
cently determined that
catchy jingles that contain
common qualities such as
repetitiveness, simplicity

and a surprising twist are
more likely to get stuck.
The simpler the melody,
the better the chance your
brain remembers it.
In 2001, James Kellaris,
a professor at the University
of Cincinnati, developed the
Theory of Cognitive Itch. His
theory suggests that an an
noying, catchy jingle stuck
in your head is similar to a
mosquito bite you have to
scratch. Torelieve the brain's
"cognitive itch," you must
mentally replay the jingle.
Of course, this only ag
gravates the problem.
The research also sup
ports the theory that musi
cians, rather than non-mu
sicians and women, rather
than men, are more likely to
experience a jingle-induced
cognitive itch.
Furthermore, stress and
fatigue bring on more fre
quent cognitive itches. So,
if you're stressed about that
history test, expect to men
tally replay "1-800-Safe
Auto" more often than usu
al.
Unfortunately, there is no
cure to get rid of the infec
tious jingles, but here is a
list of some common com
mercial jingles that you can
use to replace the current ir
repressible one.

10 commercial
jingles that will
get stuck in your
head
- Outback Steakhouse Theme
Song (Outback Steakhouse)
- Charmin Ultra Theme Song
(Charmin Ultra)
-"Baby Back Ribs"(Chili's)
-"Gimme A Break"(Kit Kat)
-"I Wish I Were an Oscar
Meyer Weiner" (Oscar Meyer)
- "J-E-L-L-0" (Jello)
-"The San Francisco Treat"
(Rice A Roni)
-"$5 Foot Long" Jingle
(Subway)
- "Pepto Bismol" Jingle (Pepto
Bismol)
-"The Meow Mix"Jingle
(Meow Mix)

You're welcome!
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SseRr®View: 'Quantum of Solace'

°nd drops gadgets in favor of a good right hook

New installment see*

.
become a classic action heroSS'C SPV
By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

his is a Bond that can legiti
mately ruin someone's day.
The
lines he does deliver are
There is no denying that
to
the
point, and he doesn't
James Bond is the greatest
give
many
of the one-liners
spy the movie world has ever
people walk out of the the
seen. He's the Brett Favre
atre repeating.
of his genre-while so many
While it's not the usual
characters are stale by movie
Bond fare, it marks an impor
number three, 007 has re
tant turning point in the se
mained entertaining for 21
ries. Pierce Brosnan's James
installments. Bond has at
Bond relied on clever gadgettimes been comical and at
ry to guide his fight scenes;
times been dramatic, but he
Craig's James Bond will put
has always remained com
a foot in your molars.
pelling.
It's almost refreshing to
In this tradition comes
remember that 007 can turn
"Quantum of Solace," on the
to his fists and feet to take his
shoulders of the sixth Bond: enemies to task.
Daniel Craig. Craig's last
Olga Kurylenko's portray
Bond movie, "Casino Roy- al of Camille, this version's
ale," saw the spy adopt a de Bond girl, lives up to the high
cisive and icy cold demeanor. standards set by previous
1 Sony Pictures Entertainment 2008
"Quantum of Solace" sees our movies. While tension exists
hero s maturation continue between Camille and Bond, Daniel Craig stars in his second film as James Bond in "Quantum of Solace." This re-envisioning of the series features a rougher and grit
with an increasingly no-non she doesn't ever seriously tier Bond.
sense, razor-sharp wit.
come on to him, another ex but her time on screen is kept side of what they perceive as is intriguing, action filled and
Directed by: Marc Forster
The film opens with a ample of the business-first to a pleasant minimum.
a fatal flaw. Those approach ultimately a welcome addi
Starring: Daniel Craig, Olga
chase scene in the moun mentality possessed by the ' People who have watched ing "Quantum of Solace" who tion to the franchise.
Kurylenko, Judi Dench
tains of Siena, Italy, and the movie's characters. A wom every single film, from "Dr. are unfamiliar with the Bond
Rated:
PG-13 for intense
action in this scene immedi an named Strawberry Fields No" to "Die Another Day," library - and thus, have not
sequences of violence and action,
ately sets the tone for the rest (Gemma Arterton) breezes will likely dismiss this film as yet established aconcrete pic
4 stars (out of 5)
and some sexual content
of the film - this is not the into the story for a brief flash lacking in emotion, failing to ture of the secret agent -will
same Bond of years gone by. of the old Bond's lady-killing, see the interest in the other see a side of James Bond that

Check online

for this week's recipe
theinkwellonline.com

Restaurant Review: AJ's Dockside

Local seafood stands out against the franchises
By Hannah Morris
Staff Writer

Living on the coast in
Georgia can make finding au
thentically prepared seafood
quite the enjoyable quest.
With so many options, why
choose to eat at Red Lobster
or Bonefish Grill when you
could have the ocean breeze
blowing on our faces? AJ's
Dockside on Tybee Island is
the peffect eatery when look
ing for the fresh, real deal.
AJ's features three seating
options: inside, in a screened
in area, or outside on the
dock. If the weather and
mosquitoes are both agree
able, sitting outside makes

for a magical experience. You
Seafood lovers will be
can gaze over the marsh for a impressed by their large en
view of a perfect sunset, and tree menu that features only
you may even see a few fish fresh-caught fish.
or porpoises jumping out of
AJ's puts imitation crab to
the water.
shame with their two pounds
You can start offyour night of snow crab legs that are
with a variety of appetizers, huge and stuffed with large
including their spinach dip pieces of meat, served with a
and conch fritters. The spin side of drawn butter for dip
ach dip is served warm with a ping.
side of incredible homemade
If you would prefer to
tortilla chips that don't even have the same caliber of food
parallel those found in the without all of the work that
grocery store or even local crab entails, you can try their
Mexican restaurants like Ja- fried entrees; shrimp, oysters
lapenos.
or scallops all breaded and
You can also try their deep-fried. All of these choic
conch fritters that are filled es are humongous and fresh
to the brim with fresh conch and leave you craving more
that is bursting with flavor.
- luckily there is the option

to mix and match with two
or three to make your own
combo.
Once you are almost com
pletely stuffed from dinner,
there is always the Key Lime
pie. It has the right amount
of bitter and sweet and is
perfect with a hot cup of cof
fee.
However, getting to their
location is the most diffi
cult part of the experience.
Though there are limited
parking spaces out front,
there is another parking area
a short walk away. Your meal
will cost you anywhere from
$io-$30 depending on your
appetite.

© google maps
A.J.'s Dockside. 1315 Chatham Ave., Tybee Island, GA 3 1328.
(912) 786-8442.

Crossword

Comic by Emily Wynn
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ACROSS
1 Octagonal sign
5 Former Turkish
official
10 Long (for)
14 Aaron Spelling's
daughter
15 John of the keys
16 Fragrance
17 Russian river
18 Dull sound
19 Tiger's pegs
20 Russian ballet
company22 Seasoned sailor
24 Hemorrhage in
the honker
26 Little green
man, e:g.
29 Pittance
30 Wetland
34 "Cyrano de
Bergerac" star
36 Eventual
38 Wash rm.
39 Resemblinq:
suff.
41 Part of VAT
42 Malady from the
East
45 That's enough!
48 On edge
49 Brit, reference
staple
*
51 Creepers
52 Squandered
55 Width
58 Breathing hard
62 Lion's call
63 Going on
65 Home of Zeno
66 Gillette blade
67 Actress Rainer
68 Swank name in
hotels
69 Highland loch
70 More aged
71 Small tableland
DOWN
1 Checkbook
record
2 Ring combatant
3 Unwritten, as a
contract
4 Pale lager
5 Rio Grande
tributary
6 Axis foes
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7 R-V hookup
8 Diamond Head
city
9 Hock joint
10 City near Berlin
11 Abstract
thought
12 Carol
13 Before, formerly
21 Sharpen with a
whetstone
23 Moore of
movies
25 Nosegay
26 G-sharp
27 Tenant's
contract
28 Giant great'
Monte
31 Sell out
32 Fixed gaze
33 Bad spells
35 Library sec.
37 Hamilton's bill
40 Lazy
43 Up to
44 Unhip one
46 Pizza box?

11/22/08

Solutions
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3 IAI
1 b
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Halfway test
Unseat
Aviator Balbo
Estimator
Fiber source
Surf sound
Jug handles

a 3 0
1 n 3
0 3 V
H 1 a
i 1 1 b
3 o| 3
n 1 3 N
D s 3
b 3
n
N
0 s
a 3- O
1 0 H
n 3 3
1 3 3
s V d
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59 Nastase of
tennis
60 Takes home
61 Disputed
Mideast strip
64 Resemblinq:
suff.
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The Inkwell

Week of November 20,2008

Run for More Than a T-Shirt!
The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society's Team in Training is the world's largest
endurance sports training program. The program provides training to run orwalk marathons or half marathons or participate in triathlons. Since 1988,
more than 380,000 volunteer participants have raised over $900 million to help
find a cure for blood cancers and improve the lives of patients and their families

Attend our Info Meeting to learn more about the program
and signup for our spring season events!
Monday, November 24th
1:30-2:30 pm
Armstrong Center—Ballroom A
13040 Abercorn St.
Visit www.teamintraining.org/ga for more information or
to RSVP to the meeting or call 912-898-0663

Saving Lives...One Mile at a Time

Spring Season events include: ING Georgia Half/Full Marathon (Atlanta)
Country Music Half/Full Marathon (Nashville)

Classifieds
The Inkwell is looking for an associate layout
editor.
10419 Abercorn St., Savannah
Between Sunset Novelties & V aden Nissan

We also have openings for Ad
Representatives. M ake 25% of what you sell

College Night

$1 OFF Everything After 10 PM

Two bedrooms for rent, some utilities included.
$300.00 each/month & $300.00 deposit/Call Paula
(912)629.6205, leave a message. P refer
non-smoker and non-drinker.

"Last one! - $144,700 - New spacious 3BR/2.5BA
townhome. 4 00 Tibet Ave. C all (912)925.0864.
www.yorktownplace.com"

Room-mate Needed
Responsible Christian Female
House very close to AASU Campus
$333 + 1/3utilities
Must have references
Contact: Christa at 912-492-0284

13% OFF with College (D

Military Appreciation
13% OFF With Military ID
Service Industry Night

For Rent

Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre
Savannah's Cultural

the Southside

LadiesN^ght
First Weil FREE
Military Appreciation
13% OFF with Military ID

CoHeffflght
Service industry Night
1 5 % OFF w i t h Co l l e g e I D

JagerBomb *5

Mu&te & Lyntes, by

Godwin and

November 13-16 & 20-22, 2008 at 7:30 p.rn

Jenkins Theater-Grand Re-Opening

Game Days
BBCR SPECIALS

NIB & M l Package
Ml College football
Great food £ Drinks
FOOL TABLES * DARTS « INTERNET JUKEBOX
DANCE FLOOR KARAOKE * SATELLITE TV

Slugger's NounHiring

The Inkwell is looking for a new
Managing Editor

Bartenders, DJ's, Bands
SCAD & ARMSTRONG STUDENTS WELCOME

912.925.7110

Check our Web site for job description,

theinkwellonline.com

e-mail us at lnkwell@armstrong .edu for more information or to apply.

